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Momentum Price Update 
Easily manage your pricing and margins 

 

Full visibility and management of pricing and margins 

Need to manage your inventory margins? Need more 
flexible price update options? Momentum Price Update 
is the solution.  

Consider this scenario, a business buys products of a 
particular category, for e.g. hose fittings. They all belong 
to the same product category (stock group), but low-cost 
items can be sold at a much higher margin than higher 
cost items For e.g. items bought for less than $2 can be 
sold at an 80% margin, while items over $2 are sold at a 
60% margin.  

Standard pricing features in MYOB EXO can make this a 
challenge, or at the very least a slow process. Some of 
our customer export the items to excel, use the 
formulas to calculate the prices, and then re-import the 
spreadsheet.  

Momentum Price Update enables formulas to be set in 
the application so you can quickly update prices.  

 

Key Features 

 Provides greater flexibility than standard EXO 
pricing options 

 Ability to select items based on their cost (e.g.  
< $2) and apply a margin 

 Use formulas to calculate and update new sell 
prices 
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What our customer had to say: 

“When we converted from our old software package to MYOB EXO, this was a feature we really needed. Momentum 
developed the application for our business, and it’s enabled us to easily manage our pricing and margin.  

It we didn’t have Momentum Price Update; we’d be spending at least one day per month manually updating prices and 
our margins would have suffered also. We’ve never had a single problem with the application” – Michelle Williams, 
Brisbane Sound Group.  

 

Minimal Training and Setup 

Momentum Price Update requires minimal training and setup and utilizes mostly standard features of MYOB EXO 
Business. 

 

Prerequisites 

 MYOB EXO Business v8.7 or higher 
 MS.NET 4.0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Find this information useful? 

You may also be interested in our other 
Momentum Add-ons 

Contact us today on (07) 5479 1877 


